Macrocell and small cell deployments and self-organizing network (SON) techniques work together to increase indoor cellular network capacity and ensure better quality of service (QoS). As a consequence of uneven local user densities and temporal or spatial fluctuations of traffic, the network may suffer overload situations, which partially degrades network performance. Load balancing self-optimization introduces automatic and intelligent mechanisms to tune network parameters in order to improve the overall cellular network performance. This paper proposes novel load balancing methods based on fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) that evaluate temporarily overloaded situations and resize cell coverage areas by an adaptive process of adjusting cell transmission power. To accomplish this goal, classical network indicators are analyzed (e.g., call blocking ratio, available radio resources) while a novel and simple, although powerful, indicator (not mentioned in the literature yet) is additionally proposed as the system input. This indicator is related to the maximum allowed number of users in a femtocell. The proposed methods have been evaluated and compared with the literature in a realistic scenario.
Introduction
The requirements posed by the massive expansion of smartphones and tablets have led to heterogeneous cellular networks (HCNs), which comprise different radio access technologies (RAT) and several cell sizes (macrocell, picocell, or femtocell). The complexity in the operation of HCNs demands new network management techniques. In this sense, self-organizing networks (SON) have been identified by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [1] and the Next Generation Mobile Networks (NGMN)
[2] as a key feature to intelligently automate network management procedures in future networks [3, 4] .
Nowadays, most cellular traffic is generated indoors (e.g., home, work, shopping malls), where there is often a lack of coverage or insufficient quality of service (QoS). In these cases, network operators are offering femtocells to overcome the indoor issues, i.e., short-range, low-power, low-cost, and plug and play small cells usually designed to support 4, 8, 16 , or 32 users in connected mode [5] . In these scenarios, femtocells together with SON techniques can help, on the one hand, operators by reducing their capital and operational expenditure (CAPEX/OPEX) and, on the other hand, users by increasing the mobile phone battery lifetime and enhancing the user's QoS, due to the user-femtocell proximity.
Additionally, network traffic (voice and data) and local user densities present temporal and spatial variations. In these conditions, indoor environments might suffer from serious network problems because most traffic could be located in the same cell(s) during short periods. For example, people waiting for the bus/train, or any other public transport, may be connected to a particular cell, producing high levels of traffic and leading it to cellular network saturation. Another example is easily found in shopping malls, where a temporal spectacle or event could gather many people interested in taking pictures to share them in social networks. A simple solution to support these situations could be to plan the network to offer the maximum expected resources all the time. Nevertheless, this solution would largely increase operators' expenditures.
In the literature, among SON techniques and focusing on self-optimization mechanisms, several works have been centered in the macrocell case. By contrast, indoor environments present hard and difficult conditions to manage the cellular network due to the cell overlapping, lack of coverage, interference, etc. This implies a challenge for researchers in the development of SON mechanisms [6] [7] [8] [9] . In this sense, self-x techniques (i.e., autonomous mechanisms like self-configuration, self-optimization, and self-healing) in femtocell networks are currently a hot topic [10] .
Regarding the area of self-optimization at indoor networks, mobility load balancing (MLB) use case defined by the 3GPP [3] , aims to reallocate users from overloaded cells to low loaded neighboring cells in order to increase network capacity and improve the user's QoS. Load balancing mechanisms have been also widely studied in the literature at outdoor and indoor scenarios [11] [12] [13] [14] . Those techniques tune network parameters to reach a better configuration that alleviates the congestion situation. In this context, focusing on indoor and femtocell environments, reference [15] presented a dynamic power control method for balancing data traffic based on radio propagation models and users' location, being a challenge for network operator to get the latter information. Simple and low-complexity methods based on fuzzy logic controllers (FLC) are proposed in [16] , which investigated the problem of re-distributing traffic demand between long-term evolution (LTE) femtocells. This work also compared different traffic sharing techniques. A similar fuzzy logic approach is presented in [17] , where cell transmission power and handover margins are tuned to solve persistent congestion problems in enterprise LTE environments, based on call blocking rate. A more computationally complex method [18] obtained better performance than previous studies through a fuzzy rule-based reinforcement learning system, while reference [19] proposed a distributed method to achieve automatic load balancing based on a flowing water method. However, none of these previous works focused on femtocell environments have taken into account the femtocell limitation in the number of simultaneous users which is an important restriction in this kind of base stations (macrocells or other type of small cells do not have such restriction). Moreover, these previous works were designed to solve localized and persistent congestion problems, disregarding the challenge related to temporary congestion issues.
The femtocell limitation in the maximum number of simultaneous users was taken into account in [20] , where a handover algorithm based on the users' speed and QoS was proposed. That work evaluated whether a handover was necessary or not according to the previous metrics (speed and QoS), but the algorithm was not analyzed under overload situations.
In femtocells, restrictions in the maximum number of connected users is much severe than in macrocells, due to the femtocell processing and capacity limitations. To the best of the authors' knowledge, the use of the number of users in connected mode over the maximum number of simultaneous users in the femtocell as a key parameter of self-optimization mechanisms in indoor scenarios has not been considered in previous works (beyond the reference [20] , whose focus was not load balancing). As this indicator is a powerful metric to be considered in femtocell scenarios, this paper analyzes some previous studies and proposes new and low complexity load balancing mechanisms based on the cell available bandwidth and/or the femtocell limitation in the number of simultaneous users by an adaptive cell resizing. Therefore, the contribution of this paper is minimizing the impact of temporal overloaded situations that degrade network performance based on the study of two network indicators (available bandwidth and cell capacity in terms of the number of users). In consequence, the main aim is to demonstrate the importance of including the information of 'the number of active users' in self-optimization procedures at indoor femtocell environments. A comparative summary of those algorithms is carried out in the evaluation section where their advantages/disadvantages are discussed. This paper is organized as follows: The problem description is presented in Section 2. An explanation about fuzzy logic controllers is performed in Section 3. Section 4 describes the proposed load balancing methods. The performance analysis is studied in Section 5. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Problem description
Occasional events or unpredictable situations could cause unexpected overload conditions in cellular networks, especially at indoor scenarios. These temporal variations, combined with the time-variant fading and coverage holes caused by reflections and obstacles, could negatively affect network performance.
The most suitable solution to reduce or avoid cellular congestion situations is by resizing the cell coverage areas. These kinds of load balancing algorithms set different radio parameters to adjust service areas. Consequently, the traffic is shared along the network by handing over those users served by a congested cell to the most suitable neighboring cell with spare resources.
These temporal network congestions must be evaluated from two perspectives. Firstly, from the users' side, the performance is assessed according to their experienced QoS. In particular, it is evaluated by measuring two network indicators which must be as low as possible: blocking ratio (BR) and outage ratio (OR). The BR, the inverse of the network accessibility, is defined as the ratio of the number of blocked connections to the number of new users that attempt to access the network:
The other indicator, OR, is the complementary of the network retainability. More specifically, OR is described as the probability that an existing network connection is in standby mode before it is finished, i.e., it is the ratio of the number of standby connections to the total number of connections that are accepted by the network. The standby mode situation could be due either to a bad signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of users (OR q ) or a temporary lack of network resources (OR s ):
Secondly, from the operator point of view, another indicator must also be taken into account: the amount of signaling data. A key indicator to measure that information is the handover ratio (HOR), which reflects the average number of handovers per users, in consequence, the network signaling data. It is defined as:
where N handover is the number of handovers and N active _ users is the number of active users in the network. Low values of HOR are desirable.
Fuzzy logic controllers
Several load balancing methods have been proposed in the literature, as described in Section 1. Focusing on indoor heterogeneous networks where femtocells are the main base station, the mechanisms to accomplish the load balancing use case could be based on different techniques. Simple and elementary equations [14] can be applied for this use case. However, the best system configuration is usually hard to find. Other mechanisms [17, 21] based on FLCs, where efficient rules are defined by experts, present adaptive solutions to reach the best system configuration. Some others propose complex equations or techniques [19] , even based on FLCs [18] , which lead to high computational cost not really feasible to be implemented in real deployments. In consequence, the main reasons for choosing FLCs are related to the ease for the integration and translation of expert human knowledge into a set of fuzzy rules, its simplicity in implementing and managing rules based on experience, and the low computational cost required to obtain highly improved performance in femtocell networks.
Fuzzy logic methodology
A fuzzy logic controller [22] is a nonparametric approach which provides an efficient and systematic solution for incorporating linguistic information from human experts. The use of rules and interactions make this system relatively easy to understand.
A general fuzzy logic system consists of three stages as Figure 1 illustrates. Firstly, a set of fuzzy membership functions transform crisp inputs into fuzzy input datasets. Secondly, the fuzzy outputs are calculated based on fuzzy input datasets and fuzzy rules (instead of Boolean logic). Finally, those outputs are converted back to crisp values.
The literature offers different implementations of FLCs. This work is focused on the Takagi-Sugeno [23] approach due to its simplicity and computational efficiency. Further details about this approach can be found in the next subsections.
System parameters and functions
The system parameters and functions could be basically divided in four groups:
Linguistic variables: Instead of numerical values (continuous values), the system identifies each input and output variable as one or more linguistic variables (discrete variables), e.g., the base station transmission power adaptation, whose numerical values are ranged between [−10, 10] dB, is transformed into a dataset of linguistic terms (sentences or words) such as very negative, negative, zero, positive, and very positive. An Figure 1 Fuzzy inference system (Takagi-Sugeno [20] ).
example is depicted in Figures 2 and 3 where the available linguistic terms for two different inputs can be found on the top of each function. Membership functions: A membership function is a curve that defines the degree of membership of a crisp input (between 0 and 1). Each membership function μ A (x) is labeled with a linguistic variable. These functions map and quantify crisp inputs (x) from the fuzzy set A into fuzzy input datasets (labeled with linguistic terms). Figures 2 and 3 provide an example of real membership functions. The membership functions to transform fuzzy output datasets into crisp outputs are constant values (for Takagi-Sugeno approach). Fuzzy rules: They are simple IF-THEN structures to control the fuzzy output datasets (e.g., transmission power adaptation as very negative, negative, etc.) based on the fuzzy input datasets (e.g., call blocking ratio as very high, high, etc.). A typical fuzzy rule statement, where two crisp inputs are introduced in the system, is similar to the following form:
where x and y are the crisp inputs, while R and S are the fuzzy input datasets defined in x and y, respectively, according to their membership functions. Z is the fuzzy output dataset. Tables 1, 2, and 3 show an example of fuzzy rules.
Fuzzy set operations: A set of crisp inputs could provide several fuzzy outputs (Z) based on fuzzy rules (e.g., Equation 4). The combination of each rule is carried out using fuzzy set operations, like AND/OR operators in order to get the degree of truth of each rule and finally the crisp output.
System processes
The fuzzy logic system is divided into three internal processes as Figure 1 shows. The aim of each module, as well as the flow of information between them, is detailed:
The fuzzification process is the first step. This process converts crisp inputs into fuzzy input datasets based on the membership functions. These functions quantify the degree of membership of a crisp input x into a fuzzy dataset.
For example, at the left bottom of Figure 2 , the Load diff crisp input value (x = −0.45) could be labeled as 'Very Negative' (0.75) and 'Negative' (0.25). These fuzzy input datasets are forwarded to the next step, the inference engine. 2) Inference engine: The fuzzy datasets are evaluated at each rule r to calculate the so-called degree of truth of that rule ω r . Fuzzy set operations accomplish this process. This work follows Equation 4 to generate fuzzy rules, and the product operator (PROD) is selected as the fuzzy set operation for AND intersection operator. The following example proposes two fuzzy input datasets; in consequence, the degree of truth of each rule r is defined as:
where, μ A (x) and μ B (y) are the values of the membership functions for fuzzy sets A and B and crisp inputs x and y, respectively. 3) Defuzzification process: After the inference engine, the fuzzy outputs are computed to get the crisp output. For that purpose, there are different defuzzification methods [24] . This work is based on the center of gravity for singleton method, that is:
where ω r is the degree of truth of rule r, o r is the constant value of the output variable for the rule r, and P is the number of rules.
Load balancing mechanisms
The basic structure of an FLC applied to optimize cellular communications is depicted in Figure 4 . The inputs of these mechanisms can be alarms, counters, and/or key performance indicators (KPIs) acquired from network statistics or call traces, being the collection of this information a standard and usual procedure in cellular networks. Other inputs, such as a feedback of the outputs, are also of interest. The outputs propose to the cellular network the new reconfiguration parameters.
Implementation of controllers
Following the scheme presented in Figure 4 , a reference mechanism as well as a set of additional newly proposed fuzzy-based load balancing methods is detailed below. The number of input indicators provided to each method is two. Depending on the algorithm, these two input indicators could be classical indicators (such as blocking ratio or cell load), the feedback of the FLC (ΔPTx), or the newly defined indicator -the ratio of users in connected mode.
In consequence, different membership functions as well as fuzzy rules must be designed according to each input indicator. However, to accomplish consistent and comparable results, all methods utilize the same output information (transmission power deviation per cell, denoted as ΔPTx (cell)) and output membership functions (constant values in the studied FLC approach) in the defuzzification process.
Power traffic sharing -reference
This method, presented in [17] , has been selected as the reference fuzzy-based load balancing algorithm. The FLC inputs are the difference between BR of the analyzed serving cell 'cell' and the average BR of its neighbors (BRdiff (cell)), as well as the femtocell transmission power deviation ΔPTx (cell). The latter, ΔPTx (cell), is calculated as the maximum femtocell transmission power PTx max (cell) minus the current femtocell transmission power PTx (cell) and power adaptation (crisp output δPTx (cell)) as presented in Equation 7 . δPTx (cell) presents the transmission power adaptation (increase or decrease) that must be tuned in the femtocell.
This optimization procedure improves the performance in heavily loaded enterprise femtocell networks by distributing the users along the unloaded femtocells. Nevertheless, this algorithm is not suitable to solve the issues presented in this paper due to the following reason: the proposed BR indicator provides valuable information once the network already presents an accessibility issue. A prediction of this inconvenient situation would be desirable to avoid or reduce users' dissatisfaction as soon as possible. Therefore, this algorithm cannot achieve the optimal network configuration parameter under temporary traffic fluctuations. For further details about the power traffic sharing (PTS) method, the reader is referred to the original work [17] .
Power load sharing
This algorithm aims to avoid the previous PTS issues. Following the same scheme, the first step is to change the inputs of the algorithm to prevent blocked calls. According to this, the new input indicator is related to bandwidth, by measuring the current cell capacity in radio resource terms. This indicator is hereafter described for LTE networks, although equivalent indicators can be defined for other technologies. Therefore, in power load sharing (PLS), the load balance is performed based on the occupied physical resource block (PRB), whereas the previous PTS optimizer depended on blocked calls. The PRB is a basic unit of LTE radio resources that provides instantaneous information about cell load. According to this, the key network indicator for this system is represented as the following function, which is calculated for each cell and FLC:
where Load (cell) and Load (cell) are the ratio of occupied PRBs of the studied cell (serving cell) and the neighboring cells, respectively, and N is the number of neighboring cells. This indicator is used as FLC input together with the femtocell transmission power deviation ΔPTx (cell) (see Equation 7 ). A similar method was originally presented in [16] , although the PLS proposed hereafter modifies the membership functions and fuzzy rules compared to [16] to be suitable for solving temporary overloaded situations. In this context, based on the expert knowledge, some membership functions and fuzzy rule configurations have been evaluated. A large enough number of membership functions has been selected to achieve a reasonable level of detail while keeping the number of fuzzy sets small enough to build easy sets of fuzzy rules. The proposed membership functions (Load diff (cell) ), on the left bottom of Figure 2 , depicts five membership functions to characterize the inputs in 'Very Negative, ' 'Negative, ' 'Zero, ' 'Positive, ' and 'Very Positive' according to the difference between the studied cell load ratio and the ratio of its neighboring cells, keeping the symmetry around 0 (i.e., the point where the load between the studied cell and its neighbors is the same) to balance the load in the network. Each membership function is defined in an interval based on the expert knowledge, and for simplicity and computational efficiency, the selected membership functions are trapezoidal and triangular. Table 1 defines the common sense fuzzy rules in the form of IF-THEN statements, following the syntax of Equation 4. These rules are built to balance the ratio of the studied cell load and its neighboring cell load. In consequence, the more positive the Load diff (cell) is (i.e., the studied cell is overloaded), the more negative the transmission power deviation should be (rules 10 and 11), and vice versa (rules 1 to 6). In case the network is balanced (Load diff = ' Zero '), the algorithm tends to return to the initial transmission power configuration in order to improve SINR and reduce the number of PRBs per user as the channel quality indicator (CQI) is increased (rules 7 to 9). In consequence, the cell would have more available free resources decreasing the probability of cell congestion.
Based on the output function μ z (δPTx(cell) shown on the right of Figure 2 , the femtocell transmission power is increased or decreased δPTx(cell). The functions can take the following labels and values: 'Very Negative' and −6 dB, 'Negative' and −3 dB, 'Zero' and 0 dB, 'Positive' and +3 dB, and 'Very Positive' and +6 dB. Finally, the femtocell transmission power PTx(cell) is tuned according to the calculated δPTx(cell).
This method has been defined focusing on an LTE network, although it could be easily applied to any other cellular technology. The PRB is bandwidth-related; therefore, an equivalent available bandwidth indicator can be used as input for any other cellular technology.
Power user sharing
Femtocells are usually designed to support 4, 8, 16, or 32 users in connected mode, either voice or data traffic [25] . Rather than a wireless cellular bandwidth limitation, this characteristic is a restriction in the femtocell processing capability. For that reason, PRB activity (as proposed in the PLS method) may not be always an appropriate indicator for balancing traffic in femtocell environments where most of the time there could be free resources to allocate user data, but the femtocell is not able to process them due to the limit in the number of accepted users. According to this, the proposed power user sharing (PUS) method considers the number of users in connected mode as the main parameter in order to offload temporary congested cells.
In this case, the input indicator of the FLCs is defined as the ratio of users in connected mode, i.e., the number of simultaneous users in connected mode N active _ users to the femtocell user limitation N femto _ user _ limitation (see Equation 10 ) of the studied cell User (cell), in relation to the same ratio averaged in its neighboring cells User(i):
where N is the number of neighboring cells and User (c) is defined for a cell c as:
This mechanism presents the same FLC structure as the previous ones, but the inputs of the FLC are the new indicator, User diff (cell) as presented in Equation 9 , and the femtocell transmission power deviation, ΔPTx(cell). The output of the FLC, δPTx(cell), increases/decreases the current femtocell transmission power.
In order to get a moderate level of detail and straightforward fuzzy control rules, an acceptable number of membership functions have been selected for each indicator based on experienced human knowledge. The membership functions of this controller are shown in Figure 3 . As it can be observed, the membership functions μ x (ΔPTx(cell)) are the same as the previous membership functions of the PLS method (left top image of Figure 3 ), but the new input User diff (cell) associates different membership functions μ y (User diff (cell)) according to the difference between the ratio of users in the studied cell and the ratio of its neighboring cells at the left bottom of Figure 3 : 'Very Negative' , 'Negative' , 'Zero' , 'Positive' , and 'Very Positive'. Notice that these membership functions are similar to the previous method; however, the interval of definition is adjusted by experts to get the best algorithm's performance. For simplicity and computational efficiency, the implemented membership functions are triangular and trapezoidal.
Fuzzy rules set the control strategy based on Equation 4. These rules are depicted in Table 2 and aim to reach equilibrium in the ratio of active users in the studied cell and the ratio of its neighboring cells. According to this, the more positive User diff (cell) is (i.e., the ratio in the studied cell is higher), the more negative the transmission power deviation should be (rules 8 and 9), and vice versa (rules 1 to 4). Once the network is equalized (User diff (cell) = ' Zero '), the PUS method avoids very negative transmission power adaptations (label 'Very Negative' -rule 5) in order to increase the end-users' QoS. However, as this method is restricted by the number of users (instead of the available resources in the cell), returning to the default transmission power could increase the interference, but the cell congestion would not be reduced. That is why 'Negative' or 'Zero' values of transmission power deviation (rules 6 and 7) do not return to the default value.
The same output functions μ z (δPTx(cell)), as in the previous algorithm, are defined for this one (illustrated on the right of Figure 3) . The labels and values are as follows: 'Very Negative' and −6 dB, 'Negative' and −3 dB, 'Zero' and 0 dB, 'Positive' and +3 dB, and 'Very Positive' and +6 dB.
Most of the time, this mechanism is suitable for achieving good performance in femtocell networks, above all in LTE deployments where the bandwidth is, nowadays, high enough to ensure the end-users' QoS. However, it could present some shortcomings when the propagation channel is very poor (bad SINR) or users need to download the best effort data.
Power load and user sharing
The previous mechanisms, as explained, could not guarantee their proper operation in some situations. The shortcomings of each algorithm (PLS and PUS methods) could be complemented by the other, leaving outside the PTS method due to the long time needed to evaluate its main indicator (BR). That means, a combination of the two indicators (cell load and number of active users) is mandatory to ensure an efficient mobility load balancing procedure in indoor heterogeneous femtocell networks. According to this, the works described in the literature in the context of MLB at femtocell networks that did not analyze at least these two indicators do not properly work as it will be demonstrated in Section 5.
This paper proposes an FLC algorithm whose inputs are both previously defined KPIs User diff (cell) and Load diff (cell) to properly prevent or reduce occasional indoor congestions. For simplicity, this method does not include the FLC feedback as an input indicator.
The same membership functions proposed for PLS and PUS methods are applied to this FLC in order to verify the benefits of their combination and to proceed with their comparison under the same conditions (readers are referred to the left bottom images of Figures 2 and 3 as reminder of those functions).
New fuzzy rules are defined based on these two indicators and the expert knowledge. Table 3 presents the set of control rules implemented in this system. These rules prioritize the KPI User diff over the Load diff since a new user in a femtocell network usually implies a greater impact on the maximum allowed number of user in a femtocell than on the available resources. That means the network resources assigned to each user could be reduced in order to accept new users, even if some of them could be slightly dissatisfied (decrease of QoS, throughput, etc.). For example, under a 'Very Negative' situation of Load diff and a 'Very Positive' situation of User diff , it is preferred to decrease the transmission power of the studied cell (fuzzy output is 'Negative').
The same constant output functions μ z (δPTx(cell)), as in the previous algorithms, are applied here. In order to compare all the algorithms under the same conditions, the labels and values are as follows: 'Very Negative' and −6 dB, 'Negative' and −3 dB, 'Zero' and 0 dB, 'Positive' and +3 dB, and 'Very Positive' and +6 dB.
A summary of the supported inputs and outputs of the proposed load balancing mechanisms is depicted in Table 4 .
Performance analysis
The evaluation of the presented mechanisms is explained in this section. On the one hand, an introduction to the simulation tool and the selected scenario is provided. On the other hand, the sensitivity of the algorithm's performance with regard to the changes in the membership functions is covered, and the assessment of the algorithm performance is evaluated.
Analysis setup
The load balancing mechanisms are evaluated in a dynamic LTE system-level simulator described in [26] . Winner II [27] was the implemented propagation model at the simulator, as several propagation configurations are considered for indoor, outdoor, outdoor-to-indoor, and indoor-to-outdoor scenarios. Likewise, shadowing and fast fading are modeled following a spatially correlated log-normal distribution with different standard deviations for outdoor and indoor users and the extended indoor A (EIA) approach for indoor users [28] , respectively. Users can demand both VoIP or data services in the scenario, where half of the PRBs are reserved for VoIP and the other half for data service. In case the number of PRBs is odd, the last PRB is assigned to data service. Round-robin best channel scheduling is selected for VoIP traffic and proportional fair scheduling for data traffic. Common radio resource management (RRM) features are also integrated into the simulator, such as cell reselection (CR), directed retry (DR), and HO based on ' A3' and ' A5' events. The most important simulation parameters and features are shown in Table 5 . A full simulator description can be found at reference [26] . A real airport departure area (Malaga Airport) has been selected and designed as a realistic simulation scenario to assess the proposed mechanisms. It is a 265-m-long and 180-m-wide building, which is placed into a 3-km-long and 2.6-km-wide area, as Figure 5 shows. A tri-sectorized LTE macrocell is located in that scenario, and twelve open access femtocells (HeNB) are distributed along the building to ensure the end-users' QoS and good coverage at each location by at least two femtocells. Outdoor macrocells introduce indoor interference due to the building proximity to the sites. Handovers between macrocells and femtocells are also supported. At the airport, the user mobility is based on a random waypoint model [29] , which reproduces normal passenger behavior and movement at the airport. Passengers are located to create a hotspot and to overload a specific femtocell during certain minutes, emulating a delayed boarding (passengers use their smartphones waiting for boarding). That situation could cause temporary network congestions, therefore, occasional accessibility or retainability issues.
Simulation results
Firstly, a sensitivity study is performed to analyze the performance of the algorithms with regard to the changes in the membership functions. Secondly, the global network and hotspot (most congested cell) simulation results are presented and described for each method in a specific scenario: femtocells limited to eight simultaneous connected users and 1.4-MHz bandwidth. Thirdly, the study is extended to different femtocells' capacity deployments (4, 8, 16 , and 32 users each) and bandwidth (1.4, 3, and 5 MHz).
The simulated scenarios are initially well-balanced and there are no congestion issues. After several minutes, new passengers arrive to the boarding gate, thus overloading the femtocell in charge of covering that area. That situation lasts several minutes until the passengers of the delayed flight can start boarding and network congestion issues disappear. To evaluate the whole process, the simulation is carried out along 1 h, whereas the selfoptimization algorithms analyze the network every 60 s to decide whether they must be triggered or not.
The evaluation of these scenarios is analyzed from both the user's QoS perspective (BR and OR indicators) and operator point of view (HOR indicator). To simplify the assessment of end-user happiness with the mobile service, the user dissatisfaction ratio (UDR) [17] has been selected, which measures the percentage of dissatisfied users as a linear combination of BR and OR:
Sensitivity of the algorithm's performance
Diverse sets of membership functions were proposed by experts for each input indicator (Load diff and User diff ). Additionally, other membership functions out of these recommendations were evaluated. In this sense, a sensitivity study is performed in the previous scenario where the maximum number of simultaneous connections is restricted to four users and the femtocell bandwidth is 1.4 MHz. Table 6 shows the performed sensitivity study where the UDR indicator has been evaluated. On the one hand, the analysis shows that in any case the algorithm's performance was not very sensitive to the set of membership functions proposed by experts (see the evaluation of set 1 to set 5 in Table 6 ). On the other hand, membership functions different to the recommendations of experts (set 6 to set 10 in Table 6 ) show (as expected) lower system performance. Therefore, it is assumed that membership functions that significantly differ from experts' recommendations would probably decrease the algorithm's performance. Finally, the set of membership functions with the best solution is implemented (functions presented in Figures 2  and 3 ). These membership functions provide the best results of the evaluated cases for Loaddiff and Userdiff inputs. Therefore, they are the ones in which evaluation is described in detail in the next subsections.
Scenario: maximum eight users/femtocell at 1.4 MHz
The first analysis corresponds to the situation in which all femtocells limit is set to eight users and the network bandwidth is 1.4 MHz, i.e., it supports six PRBs. Both, the global network and the hotspot performance are assessed in these tests. Figure 6a illustrates the UDR indicator during 1-h simulation. This indicator is collected every minute as vertical lines depict. This figure represents the network analysis when there is no optimization method implemented at this scenario (no OPT -blue stem) and the performance of the four load balancing algorithms. The average value during the simulation is also shown for each method.
The non-optimized situation (blue stem), which represents the absence of load balancing methods, shows no congestion issues at the beginning and the end of the evaluation, i.e., no users are dissatisfied. However, the network displays a high percentage of dissatisfied users during the overloaded period (30 to 50 min). Sometimes, the ratio of dissatisfied users reach UDR = 50%, i.e., half of the users that attempt to access the network are rejected or connected users are in outage. On average, this network indicator is 10%, which is higher than the values typically accepted by mobile operators (horizontal blue line).
The PTS method (red stem) starts to reduce the blocked calls after detecting them; therefore, the UDR decreases as well. Nevertheless, due to the traffic fluctuations, peaks of UDR are obtained. Thanks to this mechanism, the average UDR is reduced to about 4%. However, as previously explained, this mechanism needs a large period of time to converge under the same network conditions. Hence, although the indicator is improved, BR is not the proper input to optimize these situations.
The PLS mechanism (green stem) provides improved results because it makes use of the occupied radio resources as input, decreasing the number and the value of dissatisfied users' situations. The horizontal green line in Figure 6a shows an improvement over 7% from the non-optimized situation and 1% from the PTS method, getting an average value of UDR below 3%. Nevertheless, its Load diff (cell) input does not reflect the most restricted factor for femtocells because the system bandwidth usually offers enough capacity to serve more than the femtocell capability in terms of the maximum number of users in connected mode, i.e., the self-optimization algorithm is not triggered (free radio resources) but the femtocell is totally congested (no more users are accepted). Therefore, the PLS method does not reach the best possible results for the optimization process. The PUS method (magenta stem) reduces even further the users' dissatisfaction. However, the performance of the algorithm decreases when the required user's QoS is very high (huge amount of radio resources are demanded by the user). In this case, the small amount of users (max. eight users) and the wide bandwidth, at this example, reduce the users' dissatisfaction. With this method there are only problems for an instant (35 min), where few users are connected to the network but a lot of radio resources are required. A very low average UDR is obtained, lower than 1% (horizontal magenta line).
The power load and user sharing (PLUS) method (yellow stem), as expected, provides the most improved results. In this case, the algorithm is aware of the exact amount of free space, both in terms of femtocell hardware capacity and radio resources, to access the femtocell. Therefore, it is able to modify network parameters when any of them (according to fuzzy rules) presents high values. The figure shows the same problem as with PUS method for an instant (35 min), where few users are connected to the network but a lot of radio resources are required. However, the UDR is lower. In average during 1 h (horizontal yellow line), the value of UDR is around 0.2%, which complies with the usual operators' requirements.
UDR indicator at the most overloaded cell, i.e., at the hotspot, is shown in Figure 6b . UDR evolves in the same way as in Figure 6a , although it is higher in all cases. In average, around 30% of users are dissatisfied, while the optimization PTS, PLS, PUS, and PLUS methods get around 18%, 7%, 2%, and 1% of UDR, respectively.
Average network performance: remaining scenarios
The previous study has been extended to other femtocell capability deployments (i.e., maximum number of connected users) and different bandwidth. The performance in terms of the average value of UDR is depicted in Figure 7 for the different bandwidth and user limitations considered.
As worst case, the minimum LTE bandwidth (1. quality and demand, sometimes the femtocell allows less than 32 simultaneously connected users because there are no available resources. Likewise, some other times the femtocell allows 32 users even if they are not using all radio resources. The reason is related to the RRM configuration. According to this, all the algorithms have comparable average UDR value except the PLUS method. Those situations overload femtocells adjacent to the hotspot, and as a result, many handover attempts fail (dropped calls and outage connections appear) because those adjacent cells are already fully occupied (users or radio resources). It means that the PUS method will not properly work all the time, the same for the PLS method. However, this issue is successfully fixed, thanks to the PLUS method that combines both network indicators. Additionally, commercial femtocells could avoid this problem because most of them work with wider bandwidth (normally >3 MHz).
In this sense, similar simulations have been carried out with higher bandwidth (3 MHz), as Figure 7b depicts. This time, the 32 users/femtocell deployment has enhanced UDR, and in particular, the PUS method presents much better performance compared to the 1.4 MHz case because the network available radio resources are higher. For the other femtocell user limits, the network performance is similar to the previous bandwidth (1.4 MHz) deployments.
In the following test, the network bandwidth was increased to 5 MHz. Figure 7c shows the overall network improvement achieved, thanks to the PLUS method.
It should be noticed that the higher the network bandwidth, the worse the PLS method works. This is due to the fact that the network bandwidth is increased but the occupied radio resources are the same (for most network services).
An indicator which concerns operators is the HO signaling costs (measured by the HOR). The higher the number of handovers the network manages, the more expenses the operator should afford. In Figure 8 , the results have shown that, in average, there is around one handover per user for all the methods. Hence, changing and resizing femtocell areas do not increase signaling load; in consequence, operator expenses are the same. To summarize, all methods have reduced end-users' dissatisfaction while the network signaling load is held.
In conclusion, at indoor heterogeneous networks where different bandwidth and types of femtocells are analyzed, both femtocell radio resources and femtocell users' restriction related to the femtocell hardware must be considered in mobility load balancing methods. The proposed PLS and PUS methods provide good results, but their actual performance depends on the predominant kind of traffic. The proposed PLUS method however led to the best network and hotspot performance for all situations with fast traffic fluctuations.
Conclusions
In this paper, novel and low-complexity load balancing methods based on fuzzy logic controllers have been proposed and analyzed for temporary congested indoor heterogeneous femtocell scenarios.
It has been shown that load balancing algorithms with classical input indicators improved the network performance (compared to the non-optimized situation) while increasing the coverage and capacity in indoor heterogeneous femtocell environments. However, in previous references, these mechanisms were evaluated under very specific simulated situations, as proven by the limitations of the PTS or PLS methods presented in the results. Conversely, this work has proposed a simple but powerful parameter, the number of simultaneous connected users per femtocell, as an indicator that must be taken into account in these scenarios. However, the proposed PUS method based uniquely on such indicator and transmission power deviation shows benefits only under specific conditions (i.e., the number of users is over femtocell limit), whereas in other cases (i.e., the low number of users over femtocell limit but high femtocell load), it presents some shortcomings that degrade the network performance. Finally, the PLUS method that integrates classical indicators and this new one has been proved as the best combination to build a consistent and reliable load balancing mechanisms in indoor heterogeneous femtocell environments.
